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Kridhan Infra Limited to Acquire 36.60% Strategic Stake in
Vijay Nirman Company

27th October, 2017
Transaction Highlights
Kridhan to acquire a 36.60% stake (through a secondary transaction) in Vijay Nirman
Company Pvt. Ltd. (“VNC”)
Strategic Acquisition
• Strengthens India Business by adding a strong execution team
• VNC business strongly complements Kridhan’s global EPC skill set
Kridhan Infra Limited today announced that it has signed a definitive Share Purchase
Agreement with institutional and other investors of Vijay Nirman Company to acquire a
36.60% stake in VNC.
Vijay Nirman Company is a pedigreed private construction company with over 35 years
of operations. The company has strong technical skill set with a superior leadership
team. It has more than 1,600 equipment units to complement its 1,600-1,700-strong
staff team. The company has completed over 400 projects and has an exceptional
reputation in civil engineering, design and project management skills. The company has
In-house Design & Execution and Training Academy and a fully equipped 20,000 Sqm
Fabrication yard near VSEZ, Visakhapatnam.
VNC has generated more than INR 6,500crores in Revenues in last 10 years. The
company has a current order book of INR 2,500crores, to be executed over 18-24
months.

VNC’s Key Business Activities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Roads, Bridges and Metros
Affordable Housing
Urban & rural Infrastructure
Industrial Infrastructure
Ports and Terminals

VNC is an excellent operational and strategic fit with Kridhan’s existing business and
will create significant long-term value for its shareholders. Through this strategic
acquisition, Kridhan Infra will strengthens its position in India in the EPC segment. The
acquisition provides Kridhan with a strong execution team to complement its superior
and unmatched skill set inroad and bridge works, foundation engineering, microtunnelling, flyovers, landscaping, and others.
Speaking on the Acquisition, Mr Anil Dhanpatlal Agarwal, MD Kridhan Infra said:
“We are delighted to partner with VNC through this Strategic Stake. They have a high
quality project portfolio and large spare execution capacity, making it a strategic
operational fit for Kridhan. Kridhan has, historically, demonstrated a superior track
record of inorganic growth and we hope to continue that with VNC as well. This
agreement represents an important milestone in our Strategy of strengthening our
India operations and we look forward to working with the VNC’s high quality
management team and employees.”

About Kridhan Infra Limited
Kridhan Infra Limited is an ISO 9001:2008 certified infrastructure solutions company.
Established in 2006 with headquarters in Mumbai, Kridhan Infra is one of the pioneers in
introducing the concept of ready to use steel for the construction industry in the
country.
Eyeing the changing market dynamics and a thrust on international businesses resulted
in Kridhan Infra Limited expanding its wings to Singapore, Myanmar, Malaysia, and other
South East Asian countries.
To enhance its global presence, Kridhan Infra acquired KH Foges, Singapore - the second
largest foundation engineering company in Singapore. The new structure and the
companies under the aegis of Kridhan Infra Limited cater to multiple businesses that
serve the different needs of the infrastructure industry.
Caution Concerning Forward-Looking Statements: This document includes certain
forward-looking statements. These statements are based on management's current
expectations or beliefs, and are subject to uncertainty and changes in circumstances.
Actual results may vary materially from those expressed or implied by the statements
herein due to changes in economic, business, competitive, technological and/or
regulatory factors. Kridhan Infra Limited is under no obligation to, and expressly
disclaims any such obligation to, update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.
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